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Materials for each 16”w x 16”h pillow
 
fat quarter TOP print - cut into 2pcs 8.5”h x 16.5”w

fat quarter BOTTOM print - cut into 2pcs 8.5”h x 16.5”w

1/2 solid white for LINING - cut into 4pcs 8.5”h x 16.5”w

12“ invisible zipper

16” pillow form

Other items: pins, point turner, fabric marker (optional), scissors or rotary cutter, ruler, iron.

                                       

Half n Half Pillow      
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1. Line up one of the LINING panels behind each of the 2 TOP and BOTTOM panels. Pin in 
place. Note: you will do this for both front and back.
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2. With TOPS facing each other, sew along bottom edge using a 1/4” seam. Note: do this for 
both front and back. Open and press seam DOWN towards BOTTOM panel.  
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3. Topstitch 1/16” from seam on BOTTOM sides catching the raw edges of all 4 fabrics. Note: 
do this for both front and back.
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4. Attach hidden zipper centered  along bottom edge according to manufacturer’s direc-
tions. Then fold, right sides together, aligning the center seams on sides. Pin in place.
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6. Turn inside out and use a point turner to tidy the corners and press. Insert 16” pillow form.
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5. Sew around the circumference of the pillow from one end of zipper around to the other 
end of zipper.                    

If you prefer, you can tailor the pillow with decorator’s corners which will create a less pointy 
corner. To do this, mark with a pen a graded slant as shown then stitch on the line and trim 
excess. 

If you prefer not to do this, simply follow the square edge eith a 1/4” seam.
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6. Turn inside out and use a point turner to tidy the corners and press. Insert 16” pillow form.


